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Affinity Designer

Affinity Designer is the fastest, 
smoothest, most precise vector 

graphic design software 
available.

Every feature has been 
developed with the needs of 
creative students at its core.

Affinity Photo

Faster, smoother and more 
powerful than ever, Affinity 
Photo continues to push the 

boundaries for
photo editing software, with a 

huge toolset specifically 
engineered for creative students 

within a cross curriculum 
platform.

Bamboo Paper

Turn your Windows tablet into a 
paper notebook and capture 

your ideas everywhere, 
anytime. Taking

notes, sketching, and drawing is 
as straightforward and simple 
as using real pen and paper.

Pickit Edu

Free for schools. Inspire 
creativity and solve compliancy 
with images & illustrations inside 
Office 365 without ever leaving 

PowerPoint, Word, Sway or 
Teams. All images are legally 

cleared.

A1, A3 or A5 license
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/affinity-designer/9nblggh35lrm?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
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Pickit Images

Get easy access to visuals and share 
image collections with your coworkers 

right inside Teams. You
can also add Pickit images to your chat to 
give your messages a visual boost. Pickit

helps you save
time at work with handpicked HD images, 
icons, and illustrations at your fingertips. 

Professionally
curated for presentations, docs, websites, 

social media, and more.

PickArt – Photo Studio

400 million+ installs strong, PicsArt is a 
powerful photo editor, collage maker, 

drawing tool, and the
#1 all-in-one photo app for Windows.

Planner 5D – Home 
and Interior Design

Whether you’re remodeling, renovating, 
or designing your dream home, Planner 

5D has you covered!
Create detailed 2D & 3D floor plans, 
browse a 3000+ item catalog, and 

create photo-realistic images
of your projects. With over 800K 

downloads in the app store, Planner 5D 
makes interior design easier

than ever! Any Internet Browser

Planner 5D – For 
Education

Discover the principles of interior design 
and bring real-world problem solving into 

the classroom with this fully featured 
planner tool! Allows teachers to integrate 

valuable math and visualization skills
into practical, project-based activities. 
Empowers students at all levels to find 

their own visual style
and develop creative solutions.
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/picsart-photo-studio-collage-maker-and-pic-editor/9wzdncrfj10m?activetab=pivot:overviewtab


Classcraft

Classcraft is the all-in-one gamification 
platform for education. Acting as a game 

layer around
any existing curriculum, the game 

revolutionises the school experience, 
focusing on behavior

management and personalised learning.

Drawp for Schools

Drawp for School is an all-in-one platform 
for creation, collaboration, content and 

workflow that
facilitates personalised support in all 
subjects and skill levels. Includes an 

award-winning English
language learning tool.

Edsby

Edsby is a social learning and 
engagement platform. It’s an enterprise-

wide system that connects to
school districts’ back-end services and 

gives every student and parent in a given 
school district modern electronic access to 
everything they need to know about their 

school and what and how
students are progressing.

Flashcards Pro

#1 free flashcards app for Windows -
use it to learn any subject (maths, science, 
language, competitive exams etc). Learn 
languages, use text to speech for audio 

based learning, help children to
learn alphabets and vocabulary, prepare 
for competitive exams, improve memory, 

and much more.
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/flashcards-pro/9wzdncrfj9xj?activetab=pivot:overviewtab


GoTo Meeting

View and present slide presentations, 
design mockups, spreadsheets, reports 
— whatever meeting presenters choose 

to share onscreen and communicate 
over the built-in internet audio

or phone conference.

Grapholie – Diagrams, 
Flow Charts

Grapholite is an all-in-one diagrams 
designer aimed to create all types of 
graphics and technical drawings from 
simple drafts and sketches to complex, 

professional-looking documents.

KnowledgeBese
Builder

With the InfoRapid KnowledgeBase
Builder, you can create mind maps and 

flowcharts of almost
unlimited size.

MeisterTask

MeisterTask is the most intuitive 
collaboration and task management 

tool on the web. Sign up, invite
your team mates and start working on 
your projects. No training required.

MindMeister

MindMeister is the market-leading 
collaborative online mind mapping 

solution. Launched May 2007,
the platform has since attracted millions 
of users who have mapped over 600 

million ideas online.
Microsoft Teams
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/gotomeeting/9wzdncrfj23g?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/grapholite-diagrams-flow-charts-and-floor-plans-designer/9wzdncrddgs5?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/knowledgebase-builder/9wzdncrdj68h?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/meistertask/9nblggh6jnhs?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://support.mindmeister.com/hc/en-us/articles/115000951490-Microsoft-Teams-Integration?_ga=2.60157349.904121525.1509087912-1626241609.1507873675


One Calendar

The most popular app to view all your 
calendars like Google calendar, 

Live/Outlook calendar,
Exchange/Office365 calendar and 

Facebook events.

Quizlet

With millions of students and teachers 
using Quizlet every day, Quizlet is the 

most effective and fun
revision app for foreign languages, 

history, sciences, and any other subject -
for classroom use or at

home. Saves teachers time and 
improves students’ scores.

Microsoft Teams

Showbie

Your classroom, connected. From 
assignments to collaboration, Showbie

helps you bring your
classroom together in one simple, easy 

to use app.

Slack brings team communication and 
collaboration into one place so you can 

get more work done,
whether you belong to a large 

university or a small school.

Survey Monkey

Settle a debate about a hot-button 
issue or optimise workflow with a one-

question poll sent to your
whole team. Gather feedback on a 

survey you’ve created before you send 
it out to parents, student population, or 
event attendees. Once a survey or poll 

starts getting responses, pin it
up, so everyone can see the results.
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/one-calendar/9wzdncrdr0sf?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/quizlet-learning-tools/9ppjr567p6nw?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/showbie/9nblggh1nlh7?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/slack/9wzdncrdk3wp?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-gb/product/office/WA104381088?tab=Overview


Sutori

Cooler than a slide, more dynamic than an 
essay. Create and share visual 

presentations with Sutori.
This is a free digital learning tool for the 

classroom. It enables teachers and 
students to create

interactive stories through a simple and 
intuitive interface. Adding images, videos, 

and audio files is
done in a few clicks, while embedding 

quiz questions and a commenting system 
add further

interactivity and engagement.

TalkTablet –
AAC/Speech

TalkTablet is an AAC 
speech/communication solution for people 

who have difficulty communicating as
a result of autism, aphasia, Down 

Syndrome, stroke, laryngectomy, or any 
other condition.

Todoist

Join the 6 million+ people around the 
world who gain peace of mind with 

Todoist – the beautiful,
simple to-do list built for the pace of 

modern life.

Touch Mail

Turn your email into a visual and colorful 
inbox that you can explore the way you 

want — using
touch, mouse and keyboard, or pen.
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/sutori/9nvs7w206t1j?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/talktablet-aac-speech/9nblggh337bk?activetab=pivot:overviewtab


Vidiqami

Vidigami protects content privacy by 
providing a secure platform for educators, 

students, and families
to share photos and videos; building a 

personal media portfolio of every 
student’s life and work.

You-Doo

You-Doo is an easy to use proximity-
based to do list, task scheduler and 

reminder application
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Bulbapp

bulbapp is a simple, beautiful, and 
powerful digital portfolio where 
students and educators create, 
share, and showcase their work 

anywhere, anytime.

Cirkled in is a secure centralised e-
portfolio platform for students to 

compile all their activities,
showcase themselves in front of 
college admission officers and 
recruiters and increase their

acceptance rate.

mLevel

mLevel is a microlearning platform 
built to enable the delivery of 

content to learners in
bite-size chunks via 17 different 
learning activities such as games, 

video, flashcards, etc.
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Foxit MobilePDF

Foxit MobilePDF combines fast mobile 
performance with the advanced 
capabilities you need to keep

you working on your documents while 
you’re on the go.

OverDrive –
Library, Ebooks & 

Audiobooks

Borrow e-books, audiobooks, and 
streaming video from your library using 

OverDrive.
More than 30,000 libraries worldwide 

offer titles from OverDrive.

Oxford Learner’s 
Bookshelf

A more engaging way to teach and 
learn English. Enhanced e-books and 

graded e-readers from
Oxford University Press improve 

reading, writing and listening skills 
through interactive activities,

audio and videos.
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Achieve 3000

Achieve3000 differentiates lessons at 
12 levels of English and 8 of Spanish, 

ensuring all learners
engage at their individual reading 
levels, accelerating literacy gains, 

preparing them for college
and career.

Playful English learning for children –
with the Angry Birds Learn English 

powered by papagei.com
app. Many exciting videos with the 

funny birds await on Piggy Island. The 
films are complemented by
interactive exercises and a 

pronunciation coach.

BrainPOP EEL

BrainPOP ELL™ is a comprehensive 
English language learning program that 

uses engaging animated
movies to model conversational English. 
The movies and related features are 

leveled, building upon
each other to reinforce vocabulary and 

usage.

Add the busuu chatbot to Microsoft 
Teams or Skype and start playing a fun 

& interactive quiz in
3 different languages (Spanish, French 

and German). Microsoft Teams

Footsteps to 
Brilliance School

Footsteps2Brilliance is a transformative 
approach to literacy, from birth to 

GCSE years, that allows
districts to cost-effectively scale 

comprehensive apps in English and 
Spanish to all families through

their mobile technology.
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/p/footsteps2brilliance-school/9nw0qwp0qzjk?activetab=pivot:overviewtab


Hear it here first!

Studying a foreign language? Nail the 
pronunciation with this multilingual text-
to-speech app. Teachers and students 

can save their speech as mp3 files; 
ideal for the preparation of a speaking 

exam.

Languagenut is a professional language 
learning platform designed to engage 

students, save teachers’ time and 
improve learning outcomes. Choose 
from 24 languages including English, 

Spanish, French, Mandarin and Arabic.

Macco Lingui

Practice your languages with Macco
Lingui! Macco Lingui is used in schools, 

but is also very suitable for self-
employed students and remedial 

teaching. For beginners to advanced 
levels: level of bridge

class up to college and university. The 
program contains more than 45,000 
sound fragments, all voiced by native 
speakers. Students can monitor their 
progress, strengths and weaknesses 

clearly in visual format.

Memorize it!

Must learn something by heart? Make 
the process easy through visual clues, 
anagrams and more! Increase your 
memory potential with Memorize it! 

(Includes flashcard mode and Quizlet 
integration.)

My French Exam

Your complete French vocab list in one 
app! Learn vocab as you go along, 

take a vocab test and get
an estimated grade. The perfect 

revision tool for comprehension exams!
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Oxford Advanced 
Learners Dictionary

Improve your English language skills 
with the Oxford Advanced Learner’s 

Dictionary.
Understand what words mean. Learn 

how to say them. Know how to use them.

Read&Write

Discover personalised support to make 
documents and web pages more 
accessible. Read&Write’s support 

toolbar helps everyone engage with 
digital content in a way that suits their 

own learning style.

Reading Trainer

Reading Trainer improves your reading 
speed and retention rate with 12 

challenging and fun exercises.

Vrai de vrai

Vrai de vrai is a collection of authentic 
texts with interactive activities. There 

are 36 texts varying in
length (120 to 160 words) and 
complexity (beginner to upper 

intermediate). Perfect for developing
reading skills, the resources can also be 

used for listening as the texts have 
been recorded. To complement the 

interactive material, printable texts and 
worksheets are available.
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Algebra Basics 1-4

Algebra Basics 3-4 is a set of 
interactive algebra exercises helpful 

after the basic concepts (Algebra basics 
1-2) and manipulation are mastered. 

Rather than students listening or 
watching teachers solve problems, we 

think that students learn best by 
practicing the techniques and 

experiencing success.

Calculator2

An advanced calculator with a 
comprehensive set of mathematical 
functions including trigonometric,

hyperbolic, logarithmic, exponential, 
factorial, combination and permutation.

Complete Anatomy

Transform your anatomical learning 
with Complete Anatomy, the most 

detailed 3D anatomy model
ever created, with incredible levels of 

anatomical accuracy, high-fidelity 
textures, and a rich library of

reference content.

Concept Tutors is a one to one 
personalised tutoring site for Maths, 

Science and Business.
It connects students across the world 
with the best in class tutors to take 

classes from the
comforts of their home

Free 
Trial

Explore maths with Desmos! We believe 
the key is learning by doing. Our next 

generation graphing
calculator can instantly plot any 

equation. Any web browser
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Elements: the periodic 
table

Elements: The Periodic Table provides 
comprehensive and useful information 

about the chemical
elements all in one place.

Emile Maths Game

Developed with Man Met Uni, Emile 
combines games children WANT to play 

with an enchanting story and 
multiplayer contests that bring maths to 

life.

Equatio

Easily create mathematical equations, 
formulas and graphs. Intuitively type, 

speak or handwrite, with no tricky 
maths code to learn. EquatIO’s digital 

maths can then be inserted to and 
extracted from Microsoft Word.

Essential Anatomy 3

A cutting-edge 3D graphics engine, 
custom built by 3D4Medical from the 
ground up, powers a highly-detailed 

anatomical model and delivers 
outstanding quality graphics that no 

other competitor can achieve.

There’s a fraction of a chance you’ll 
survive to the end of this game! Focuses 

on fractions - including
word problems - and teaches about 

Ojibwe Native American culture. Watch 
out for poisonous

snakes! Make your way down the 
rapids. Find enough food for your 

village’s survival. Figure out
“what’s fair.” Who knew you could get 

this excited about fractions?
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FluidMath is the first handwriting-based 
educational math app designed for 
teachers and students of ages 11-18 
(primary school and secondary school) 
and applicable to pre-algebra through 

calculus courses.

The ABCya Fuzz Bugs are back in Fuzz 
Bugs Factory Hop! Test your reflexes 

and your number skills by
hopping from platform to platform 

while answering 10 different types of 
maths questions. Try not to

get distracted by the fun bonus objects 
you can collect along the way! How 

high can you get?

Geo Gebra Classic

GeoGebra is the world’s leading 
dynamic mathematics software for all 

levels of education
that brings together geometry, algebra, 
spreadsheets, graphing, statistics and 

calculus in one
easy-to-use package.

GeoGebra 
Geometry

Easily construct triangles, drag points, 
draw parallel lines, intersect circles, 

save and share your results.
Millions of people around the world use 
GeoGebra to learn mathematics and 

science. Join us!

GeoGebra Graphing 
Calculator

Easily graph functions, solve equations, 
find special points of functions, save 

and share your results.
Millions of people around the world use 
GeoGebra to learn math and science. 

Join us!
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IMath Free

iMath is designed to help children under 
the age of 12 to improve maths ability 
and develop interest in mathematics.

Lifeliqe is a visual learning platform 
presenting complete 3D science 

curriculum with 1100+ interactive 3D 
models in augmented, virtual and mixed 

reality and 350+ lesson plans.

Lifeliqe HoloLens

Lifeliqe is presenting a brand new 
addition to its range of apps - Lifeliqe

HoloLens! Experience the award-
winning content in mixed reality and 
examine the educational 3D models

right in your classroom as if they were 
really there. HoloLens

Thousands of maths games and 
activities for ages 5 - 11, organised
according to national maths teaching 

programs and popular textbooks. 
Matific supports and enhances existing 
maths curricula by providing kids the 
opportunity to explore hands-on, rich 

virtual environments.

Messing around with: 
Elapsed Time

This app provides an exploratory 
environment that teaches your child how 

to work out elapsed time. It contains 
two learning environments: Daily 

Activities and Elapsed Time. In both 
environments the app synchronises a 

changing background and daily events
with a clock and a timeline to give a 
child the impression of time moving 

through the day.
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Periodic Table

The Periodic Table app contains 
detailed chemical and physical 

information of all chemical elements.
Spice up your chemistry on Windows!

Skyscrapers by Tinybop

Explore the tallest buildings in the 
world! Discover how people build, live, 

and play in skyscrapers.
Go up and down, through every floor, 

and underground.

Slice Fractions

This award-winning, problem-solving 
game is an incredibly fun way to learn 

fractions. Thanks to the
game’s research-proven effectiveness, 

kids get a head start at school by 
discovering fundamental

maths concepts

It’s a matter of maths and (virtual) 
death! Focuses primarily on 

multiplication and division - including
word problems - and teaches about 

Native American Dakota culture. Save 
your tribe from attacks

and a spreading epidemic. Escape 
rabid wolves. Hunt buffalo. Math has 

never been this fun.

Star Walk 2

Spot over 200,000 stars, planets, 
constellations, and satellites in the night 

sky.
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Symbolab Graphing 
Calculator

Symbolab lets you draw and visualise
any function with this easy to use 

interactive graphing
calculator. It is the only tool available 

that shows you the steps! Microsoft OneNote

TiViTz

This fun and interactive maths and 
strategy game engages kids’ strategic 

thinking and basic
computation skills as they use their 

smarts to help their TiViTz avatar make 
and solve maths problems.

Visual Fractions 
Decimals and 
Percentages

Build conceptual understanding by 
visually exploring how percentages and 

decimals are just special
kinds of fractions with their own 

notation.

WolFarm Alpha

Remember the Star Trek computer? It’s 
finally happening--with 

Wolfram|Alpha. Building on 25 years
of development led by Stephen 

Wolfram, Wolfram|Alpha has rapidly 
become the world’s definitive

source for instant expert knowledge 
and computation.

Zcooly Math Rangers

Math Rangers is an educational game 
where children play a game and at the 

same time develop their
logical thinking and mathematical skills. 

It is developed in collaboration with 
school teachers.
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Mission US: Up 
from Dust

In this award-winning 
game designed to 

immerse young people in 
US history, players 

assume the
roles of teenage twins 

who must help save their 
family farm during the 

Great Depression.
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Binumi is all you need to create and 
share videos using millions of royalty-
free multimedia clips. Our vision is a 
world where anyone can easily tell 

video stories through digital storytelling.

Buncee is a web-based creation and 
presentation tool designed to help 

students become selfdirected
producers. Using Buncee, students can 
easily build multimedia projects and 

digital stories to showcase their 
learning. Buncee helps educators 

develop media-rich assignments and 
assessments and community outreach 

materials.

Classin

ClassIn is the first interactive online 
classroom platform in the world, 
providing teachers and students
with multi-channel video/audio 

interactive teaching and learning 
experiences. We provides online

teaching tools and solutions to teachers, 
schools, and various educational service 

providers.

MAGIX Movie Edit 
Plus Windows Store 

Edition

MAGIX Movie Edit Pro offers a unique 
workflow for video editing. Access high 

quality effects. Easy
operation. And get amazing results. 
Simply create amazing films – in no 

time at all. Stabilize your
recordings using proDAD Mercalli V2, 

one of the world’s best image 
stabilisation tools. Then apply

your favorite look to your video with 
the innovative shot match feature.
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With MAGIX Movie Edit Pro Plus, you 
can experience video editing that’s fun! 

Thanks to multiple
templates and wizards, you can create 

fantastic movies with ease.

NawmalEDU

With nawmalEDU teachers and students 
can create videos in minutes. It’s QUICK 

to learn and
EASY to use: Choose a set, actors, and 
type the dialogue – nawmal’s unique 

Artificial Intelligence
does the rest.

NawmalMAKE

With nawmal you can create 
affordable, engaging video in minutes.
Choose a set, select your actors, type 
the dialogue, press play and nawmal

takes care of the rest.
nawmal’s Artificial Intelligence assists to 

create your story performed as 3D 
animation; in multiple

languages, with tools that can be learnt 
in minutes.

WeVideo is the complete, feature-
packed online video editing and digital 

storytelling platform that
offers students and teachers the easiest, 

fastest and most fun way to create, 
view and share amazing

movies. WeVideo offers a massive 
creative toolkit that includes video 

editing, graphics, green screen,
screencasting, voice-over, special 

effects, speed control, titles and much, 
much more.
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Flat - Music Notation 
Editor

The best tool for music teachers: create 
your teaching scores, organise your 

classes, assess
your students online, give them instant 
feedback (and much more) in the most 

intuitive music
education environment.

Music Maker Windows 
Store Edition

Make your own music with Music Maker. 
Access intuitive operation, a massive 

sound library and
professional software instruments and 
produce music on your PC using just 

mouse and keyboard.
Start pumping feel good sounds through 

your speakers in just a few clicks!

Music Maker Plus 
Windows Store Edition

Make music even easier with the new 
Music Maker Plus Edition. Combine 

premade sounds and loops
to create new songs.

Soundtrap

Soundtrap is an easy-to-use, online 
audio-recording studio, where you 

collaborate on your spare
time or in a safe classroom using any 

device.

Stagelight EDU

Stagelight EDU is the easiest way to 
teach digital music creation on 

Windows 10. With royalty-free
sounds, instruments, effects, customisable

lessons, and more, Stagelight brings 
first-class music

education to classrooms.
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Drawboard PDF

The top standalone design and 
construction PDF app to mark up your 

local PDF documents. Replace
pen and paper: avoid printing 

documents for markup ever again with 
Drawboard PDF’s intuitive and

easy to use feature set.

Evernote

Let Evernote change the way you 
organise your personal and 

professional projects.
Dive in: take notes, create to-do lists, 
and save things you find online into 

Evernote.

Explain Everything

Explain Everything™ brings together an 
interactive screencasting whiteboard 

and a content Discover
portal and community for Windows 

Devices.

Padlet is a digital canvas to create 
beautiful projects that are easy to 

share and collaborate on. It
works like a piece of paper. We give 
you an empty page - a padlet - and 

you can put whatever you
like on it. Drag in a video, record an 

interview, snap a selfie, write your own 
text posts or upload some

documents, and voilà! A padlet is born.

Digital signage made for education. 
Meet and greet your Parents, Visitors 

and Colleagues with
up to date inspirational signage, 

promoting pupil voice and including 
Twitter and Office 365

PowerPoint content.
A1, A3 or A5 license
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Adventure Learning 
Inside Humans

Be transported to our underwater 
aquatic research facility. Try not to be 

distracted by the fish and
other creatures as you take off on an 

adventure inside the human body.

Adventures in Space: 
Black Holes and Beyond

The learning adventures in this science 
curriculum unit include the opportunity to 

pilot a spaceship as
well as a Mars Rover while learning 
about black holes, the origin of the 

universe, Mars and much more.

Ancient Adventures

Travel back in time millions of years 
ago to experience Earth as it looked 

during its earliest years. Don’t
be afraid of the dinosaurs... They’re 

mostly friendly.

Body Awesome

Just how similar are we to pigs? Find 
out how much we have in common with 

them through
comparative anatomy. Dissect a pig 
with award-winning science teacher 

Wendy Martin.

Cataclysmic Earth

Brave the biting cold of Iceland while 
taking in the splendid sights of the Blue 

Lagoon, geysers, and a
waterfall. See how geography and its 

environmental impacts affect one 
another.
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Visit the International Space Station in 
VR. With high-quality photos created 

by European Space
Agency and videos recorded by 

astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti you 
can feel like you are in space.

Lunar Learning & Earthly 
Rocks

On our moon-based lunar research 
facility you will take a trip to Wildcat 

Den, where we learn about
the formation of Earth in caves and 

caverns.

Masters of Design

Learning about engineering? Join us in 
China as you stand on the Great Wall 

of China. See how the
Great Wall winds its way through the 

mountains of China.

Mendel & the Mystery of 
Genetic Traits

Before the Human Genome Product and 
before Genetically Modified 

Organisms, there was a teacher
who used an unusual method to figure 

out the mystery of genetics and 
inheritable traits. This short

virtual reality book transports you back 
in time to enjoy a comic by the glow of 

candlelight. The story
is fascinating, the room is amazing and 

the knowledge invaluable.

Mysteries & Mansions

A “murder” has occurred and we’re 
collecting clues—DNA evidence. 
Discover the variety of collection

methods and testing processes while 
looking for the suspect’s motive in the 

game room.
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Newton’s House of Forces

The Physics Force Field is a 
playground where Coulomb’s law and 

Newton’s three laws come alive.
Experience accurate simulations of 

Newton’s laws without pesky gravity 
getting in the way.

Oceans of Wonder

No need to hold your breath during 
this virtual expedition to the coral 

reef. Swim around while
learning about this unique ecosystem 

as well as current threats to its 
existence.

Rad Robots on Wild Earth

Enter our research lab at the edge of 
the mountains, in all its wild glory. This 

unit is about robots and
robotics, with a little biodiversity 

thrown in.

Take Flight!

Zoom through the sky as you fly in the 
cradle of our drone! While soaring 

hundreds of feet above,
learn about the pros and cons of this 
increasingly prevalent technology.

Things That Go Boom

Can you get out of our virtual reality 
escape house? Use your knowledge of 

chemical reactions to
blast your way to freedom!
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Waves and 
Electromagnetic 

Radiation

Lounge in the space station’s recreation 
room and enter a 360-degree trip to a 

game of laser tag.
Learn about how light can be both a 

wave and a particle.

Wild World of Wonder: 
Agriculture

The villain is a super weed, the bees need 
saving, and a magical cafe serves up 

genetic engineering
knowledge.
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BrainPOP Featured Movie

Watch a different animated movie 
every day, then test your new 

knowledge with an interactive quiz.
Featured Movie topics tie in to 

current events, historical milestones 
and figures, holidays, and more!

BrainPOP Jr. Movie of the 
Week

The free BrainPOP Jr. Movie of the 
Week app delivers a different 

animated movie every week — plus
related quizzes and educational 
activities — right to your mobile 

device!

Available at no cost, Curriculum 
Pathways provides interactive, 

standards-based tools, resources, and
apps in the core disciplines (English 

language arts, mathematics, science, 
social studies, Spanish) for
Ages 5-11 and beyond. Any Web Browser

Get the power of 
TheFreeDictionary.com, the world’s 

most comprehensive dictionary.

LifePlan Labs is the perfect way to 
learn career-essential soft skills, 
financial literacy, and social-
emotional skills. With our fun 

interactive content, your teacher can 
help you learn what you need to 

know to be successful in college and 
your life after college.
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Foxit PhantomPDF

PhantomPDF empowers knowledge 
workers to build better documents by 

providing a full solution
that supports the complete document 

lifecycle in an affordable and easy-to-
use application.

I GOT THIS, created by UC Berkeley’s 
Lawrence Hall of Science, is an 

interactive, first-person,
educational story that follows a young 
teenage girl who discovers that she has 

type 2 diabetes, one
of the fastest growing diseases in the 
US and around the world. I GOT THIS 

focuses on the causes,
symptoms, prevention, and social 

aspects of the life-changing disease.

Kiddo Smart!

Parents select kid’s age, lingual and 
learning preferences, and Kiddo Smart 

picks appropriate
content by using our magic algorithms, 
constantly adjusting choices to ensure 

personalized kid’s development!

Kortext

Kortext offers online and offline access 
to key textbooks from multiple 

publishers, combined with a
set of tools that provide the user with 

functionality beyond anything 
traditional textbooks can offer.
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All Magnard, Vuibert, Delagrave, 
Casteilla, and Lanore Interactive 
manuals are available in a new

Windows application. Accessible to 
teachers with a Magnard or Delagrave

account and to students
with the account provided by the school. 

Available in English & French.

TED’s official app presents talks from 
some of the world’s most fascinating 

people: education radicals,
tech geniuses, medical mavericks, 
business gurus, and music legends.

Wikipedia

Wikipedia is the free encyclopedia 
containing more than 20 million articles 

in 280 languages,
and is the most comprehensive and 
widely used reference work humans 

have ever compiled.
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OPERATIONAL/MARKETING Apps for operational use by IT 
Heads, operational staff and/or 
teachers

Back to Navigation



Hall Monitor

Hall Monitor gives head teachers, 
teachers, and administrative staff 
mobile access to existing student

information systems on the go. The app 
shows student, teacher, event, 

classroom, and schedule
information from legacy systems. Hall 
Monitor can also assist with student 

safety in medical
emergencies, fires, and lockdowns.

HoloLens

KNFB Reader for Windows 10 is the 
world’s best solution for enabling blind 

and low-vision individuals
to quickly and easily access the content 
of printed materials anywhere, anytime. 

It takes a photo of
any text and instantly reads it aloud. 

It’s as easy as “point, shoot, and read.”

Sign 4 Me is the ULTIMATE tool for 
learning sign language. The ONLY app 

that provides sign
language instruction in 3D! Our 3D 

character can be zoomed in or out and 
rotated to give you the

best vantage point for every sign. YOU 
control the placement of the character –

not us! No other
product lets you do this!

Snap + Core First

Snap+Core First is a symbol-based 
communication app for non-verbal 

learners seeking to learn
language and achieve literacy and 

independence as communicators. Keeps 
users engaged as they

grow on their communication journey.
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KiDS (Key Information Data System) 
allows authorised professionals to 

centralise, manage and
share information regarding students they 

are involved with. Student background 
information,

consent forms, behavioral observations, 
reports and recommendations are all 

available at any time.

Speech Central Lite

Speech Central Lite can read pages aloud 
and create a speech or an MP3 file just 

by sharing an
internet page or pasting its link from any 

of the languages that support text to 
speech on your

device (for a PC there are 17 of them, for 
other devices 7). For people with visual 

impairments and
related disabilities, this can be a great 

assistive technology.
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ClassPolicy

ClassPolicy provides teachers a user-
friendly, feature-rich way to keep 

students focused while integrating digital 
content. Embrace differentiated and 
project-based learning by managing 

groups and restricting access to content in 
OneNote.

Classroom Commander 
Student

Designed for Windows 10 classrooms, 
ScreenBeam Classroom Commander is a 

wireless orchestration solution that enables 
great learning outcomes in 1:1 classrooms 
by combining wireless display connectivity 
with premium orchestration functionality

Classroom Commander 
Teacher

Designed for Windows 10 classrooms, 
ScreenBeam Classroom Commander is a 

wireless orchestration solution that enables 
great learning outcomes in 1:1 classrooms 
by combining wireless display connectivity 
with premium orchestration functionality.

NetSupport School 
Tutor

NetSupport School Tutor is the mobile 
companion to classroom management 

solution NetSupport School, creating new 
possibilities for mobile teaching and 

learning via integration with Microsoft 
Office tools including Office365, Data 

Sync and more.

Verso

Verso empowers teachers in a 
collaborative professional development 

platform that uses
contemporary research, data, evidence 

and feedback from the classroom to 
develop and deliver the

most effective embedded professional 
learning. Any Web Browser
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Absolute’s firmware embedded 
technology is activated by installing 

Absolute Data and Device
Security, giving you the power to gain 

uncompromising visibility and 
remediation for data, devices,

and applications — which can’t be 
removed or tampered with by an over-
zealous student or a malicious attacker.

Any Web Browser

Transform your meetings with this 
meeting manager app from eShare. 

Having an online agenda,
actions, documentation and all the 

meeting details in one place will help 
improve productivity and

progress made between meetings.
SharePoint

Free 
Trial

Printix

Printix cloud-based print management 
tools help educational institutions 

eliminate complicated and
costly IT infrastructure and alleviate 
problems that arise when connecting 

multiple BYOD devices to
school printers in multiple locations.

Any Web Browser
Free 
Trial

RM Unify is an Identity and Access 
Management platform that simplifies 

access and user provisioning
to Office 365 and cloud applications 

through a single console. RM Unify 
provides Office 365 and

Intune for Education with information 
from your MIS that simplifies the 

creation of users and groups
to make your Microsoft Education 

experience as seamless for your users 
as possible.

A1, A3 or A5 License 
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ScreenBeam 750 is a wireless display 
receiver that frees teachers to move 

around the classroom and interact with 
their students while simultaneously 

sharing content to the classroom display
or projector. Create an interactive and 
collaborative learning environment and 
enhance student centered learning with 

wireless content sharing. Built on 
standards-based technology, it’s ideal
for small-to-medium scale deployments, 
supports robust security and comes with 

IT remote management included.

Free 
Trial

ScreenBeam 960 is a wireless display 
receiver built for medium-to-large scale 

deployments for business and 
education. Included are IT remote 

management, interactive touch, and 
support for value-added services.

Free 
Trial

Senso® is the next generation of 
Network and Classroom Management 
Software, designed for unlimited scale. 

Now you can monitor, manage and 
support students from a web browser

in real time. Any Web Browser
Free 
Trial

Our Office 365 security software for 
education gives visibility & protects 
students from threats including cyber 
bullying, mental health, privacy risks, 

phishing attacks, malware, compliance 
for CIPA, FERPA and other regulations. Any Web Browser
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Capita SIMS Teacher

Capita SIMS is the management 
information system that enables 21,000 
schools in England, Wales and Northern 

Ireland to manage student, staff and 
parent data across all areas of school life.

Classter App for Teachers is an 
educational tool that can be used by 

teachers to get quick access to
their classes, courses, students and 

schedules.

CloudSwyft

CloudSwyft is a software-as-a-service 
platform that enables companies to create 
and manage IT training and assessments 
with hands-on lab environments without 

the need to purchase and manually set up 
hardware and software tools. Any Web Browser

Edmodo

Edmodo takes learning beyond the 
classroom by providing a free, safe place 
for teachers and students to connect and 

collaborate—anytime, anywhere.

Haldor is the pedagogical LMS in Office 
365 and Teams. In Haldor you find all 

necessary functions
that teachers and pupils need, such as 

planning, assignments with assessment and 
summaries.

Microsoft Teams
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eMathMaster Elementary Teacher 
Edition K12 is an online elementary 

teacher training program for
Math & non-Math teachers working at 

Primary schools wanting to deliver 
better Math lessons.

eMathMaster Student Edition K12 is an 
online learning/revision program for 

students wanting to
improve their understanding of Maths

from the primary stages up to year 11.

eMathMaster Teacher Edition K12 is an 
online teacher training program for 

Maths & non-Maths teachers wanting to 
deliver better Maths lessons.

eMathsMaster Pupil Edition GCSE is a 
complete online Maths learning 
programme covering the latest

UK National Curriculum for Maths from 
Key Stage 2 up to GCSE, level 9. 

Better value than a Maths
tutor, it’s like having an online Maths

tutor, in your pocket, on the go, 
anytime! Available 24/7 at your

fingertips, optimised for any PC, tablet 
or smartphone with an internet 

connection.
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Jasperactive is a personalised, hands-on 
Microsoft Office learning platform that 

provides students with globally recognised
skills essential for jobs today.

Any Web Browser
Create and host a fun learning game for 
any subject, any age, for free. Kahoot! is 
a free game-based platform that makes 
learning awesome. It brings fun into the 

classroom where anyone can play,
unleash their secret classroom 

superpowers and celebrate together.

Join a game of kahoot on your computer 
or mobile device - all you need is an 
internet connection and a game PIN. 

Kahoot! brings fun into the classroom -
play, learn and unleash your secret

classroom superpowers!

LMS365

LMS365 features assignments, quizzing, 
grading and SCORM Player framework to 

build learning modules and courses, 
turning Office 365 and SharePoint into a 

virtual learning environment. Microsoft SharePoint

LMS365 for Teams

LMS365 for Teams enables teachers to 
share Courses in their Class Teams through 

Composed Extensions and provides 
students with a Personal Dashboard as 
well as being able to interact with our

BOT.
Microsoft Teams
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Based on research and over 10 years of 
experience, LP+365 is a learning and 
collaboration platform developed in 

partnership with Microsoft.

Moodle Desktop is brought to you by the 
people behind Moodle - the world’s open 
source learning platform enabling you to 
access your Moodle courses on Windows 

desktops and Surface tablets.

My Study Life allows you to store your 
classes, homework and exams in the cloud, 

making it available on any device, 
wherever you are.

myHomework is a digital student planner 
that lets you easily track your classes, 

homework, tests and projects so you never 
forget an assignment again!

Nearpod

Share a Nearpod lesson with your 
students or teachers in this channel. Simply 

sign into Nearpod and select the lesson 
you want to launch as a student-paced 

session. Microsoft Teams
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NEO LMS

Get the full functionality of NEO LMS by 
using the Windows Mobile App. NEO is a 

simple, powerful LMS for schools and 
universities that makes it easy to deliver 
online education. With the mobile app

you can access the full feature set of our 
site, create classes and assignments, 

connect with students, collaborate, track 
students’ progress, and share resources. 

PlayPosit

Instructors and coaches leverage 
interactive video with PlayPosit to 

overhaul professional learning,
reimagine in-class participation and 

provide a truly 1:1 experience inside and 
outside of the classroom. We integrate 
with LMS’s and provide training, too!

Power Planner

Power Planner is the ultimate homework 
planner for students, featuring grade 

calculation, online sync, live tiles, 
automatic reminders, and more.

Get more out of Office 365 Education 
through our provisioning service; you just 
need to click once and get all it added to 
your school, including Classroom, SDS, and 

OneNote. Any Web Browser

RedCritter

RedCritter Teacher encourages learning 
success in the classroom. Use digital 

recognition and rewards to engage your 
students and socialise their 

accomplishments.
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RedCritter Management

RedCritter Management is a native 
Windows 10 app that lets you manage 
your RedCritter Connecter Apps. Award 
achievements with digital badges, certs, 

skill points and virtual currency.

Skooler for Teams allows Skooler
customers to get the full Skooler
experience in Microsoft Teams.

Collaborate on creating assignments, 
register absence or use the full Skooler

solution without leaving Teams.

Student Dashboard

This is the Student companion app for 
Teacher Dashboard.

Teacher Dashboard

Teacher Dashboard transforms 
Microsoft Office 365 into a powerful 

learning and assessment
environment for teachers, students and 

parents. We make managing your 
education workload simple.
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EXTRA INFORMATION 3 tips for getting your school 
tech supplies for less £
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M365 in Education

Are you ready to join over 
17,000 schools in the Cloud 

with Microsoft 365 Education?

Our experts can support you to 
choose the right plan and 

devices for you, check your 
eligibility for discounted rates 
on Windows 10 licenses, and 

help you access remote support 
with moving to the Cloud.

Contact:

01430 433780 

publicsector@ebuyer.com
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